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Some days are just BAD. A couple of thousand feet in the air, hanging from eagle talons and

bleeding out. Just a typical bad day for a rebellious cat. Meet Dascha, a perfect example of

contrariness and smarts. This young Russian Blue is not interested in following the family business,

at all! But a moment of inattention leads to danger and pain, and she is left with some hard

decisions to make. Will she survive mage attacks, wolves, and, worst of all, her instructors?
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This is more of a novella and a short one at that followed by lots of adds/excerpts to buy other

books. As a novella it is a silly children's tales with no real reader engagement, insights, character

development...When authors decide to be cute and write a story from pet animals perspective they

almost always become simplistic cutesy tales suitable for young children only. This book is no

exception. Skip it.

I enjoy the writing of both authors and I'm glad Taki Drake has taken up the Russian end of this



universe. There's a lot of good material to weave with this cloth. I really liked how Dascha's

beginning wasn't in the normal way of a familiar meeting. But...Seriously? You want me to pay $3

for less than 100 pages? I really like Taki Drake's andTS Paul's work but I'm glad I have kindle

unlimited because the cost of his books are ridiculous.

I read "Shaded Honor" and enjoyed the characters. The book blew up for me around chapter 16 and

seemed to almost be written by another person. However, as stated, the original characters were

good. So, I decided to give this book a go.The characters were again nicely crafted, but the

language throughout this book is labored and difficult to read. It detracts from the story as you

constantly change the wording in your head to make it flow.You have good characters and story

ideas. A closer association with a good editor would benefit the writer!

97 Pages! damn I wish I noted that before I paid for this so called book. Great writing, love the story

but way, way too damn few pages for the money...I definitely feel I just got ripped off

TS Paul's characters are my favorite whether it is human, AI, or animal. He just knows how to make

them pop and be fun and unique. Even the evil characters are so self serving and well written. Love

all of his books. The only ones I haven't read are his cook books.

I really enjoyed hearing how Zhanna and Dascha got together. It explains a lot about this special

pair. Looking forward to more adventures and what Dascha's ability to see magic lines end up

offering the pair.

Backstory to the main series about a spinoff series of the witch FBI Agent series by TS Paul. Strong

characters and good plot - just its a novella, not a novel,. It'd probably hold up decently well as a

stand-alone.

Really enjoyed this much better take than Shadow of Honor. Now I am looking forward to the next

book. Who would of thought a story about a kitten, hawk and a male witch would be so entertaining.
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